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The American Idea 2007 rarely has a collection of influential essays stories and poems so vividly captured america readers can see the nation through the eyes of its finest writers in this remarkable anthology chicago tribune
American Ideas of Equality 2021-02-26 equality is a fundamental american value the nation s declaration of independence declared equality as a self evident foundation for political life and the pursuit of equality has continued
to dominate policy debates in the twenty first century however equality is a complex idea and it has had different meanings in different eras using a variety of data sources this book describes how the views we hold regarding
this fundamental national value developed as products of our cultural history from the origins of the american republic to 2020 it traces how cultural transmission political and economic structures and communication
technology have shaped this core american value the book begins with the early days of the american republic and follows ideological changes through the era of the self made man the rise of corporate society the new deal
the post world war ii era and the era of civil rights it ends with a detailed discussion of how this history has resulted in some of the most divisive political and social controversies of the twenty first century most studies of
equality have taken this as having a single clear meaning most often this has been either how much equality of opportunity exists now or has existed in the past or how much equality of condition exists now or has existed in
the past they rarely consider that people can be equal or unequal in different ways and that what we mean when we talk about equality or engage in debates about it has been shaped by historical experience this book is a
work of historical sociology that examines the forces that have shaped and re shaped this fundamental cultural value the book leads readers through an exploration of how different stages of american history have led to
thinking about equality in terms of independence from hierarchy the opportunity for self creation access to services and resources widespread upward mobility and equality across social categories it takes a unique
multidisciplinary approach combining intellectual and cultural history with political economic and sociological analysis no other book offers this kind of analysis of the both the historical origins and contemporary consequences
of a cultural concept at the core of american national life american ideas of equality will be a valuable resource for academic researchers students and general readers interested in american studies cultural economic and
political history political science and sociology
The Ideas That Made America: A Brief History 2019-01-03 long before the united states was a nation it was a set of ideas projected onto the new world by european explorers with centuries of belief and thought in tow
from this foundation of expectation and experience america and american thought grew in turn enriched by the bounties of the enlightenment the philosophies of liberty and individuality the tenets of religion and the doctrines
of republicanism and democracy crucial to this development were the thinkers who nurtured it from thomas jefferson to ralph waldo emerson w e b dubois to jane addams and betty friedan to richard rorty the ideas that made
america a brief history traces how americans have addressed the issues and events of their time and place whether the civil war the great depression or the culture wars of today spanning a variety of disciplines from religion
philosophy and political thought to cultural criticism social theory and the arts jennifer ratner rosenhagen shows how ideas have been major forces in american history driving movements such as transcendentalism social
darwinism conservatism and postmodernism in engaging and accessible prose this introduction to american thought considers how notions about freedom and belonging the market and morality and even truth have
commanded generations of americans and been the cause of fierce debate
The American Idea, as Expounded by American Statesmen (1902) 2008-06-01 this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and
flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions
that are true to the original work
American Nietzsche 2012 if you were looking for a philosopher likely to appeal to americans friedrich nietzsche would be far from your first choice after all in his blazing career nietzsche took aim at nearly all the foundations of
modern american life christian morality the enlightenment faith in reason and the idea of human equality despite that for more than a century nietzsche has been a hugely popular and surprisingly influential figure in american
thought and culture in american nietzsche jennifer ratner rosenhagen delves deeply into nietzsche s philosophy and america s reception of it to tell the story of his curious appeal beginning her account with ralph waldo
emerson whom the seventeen year old nietzsche read fervently she shows how nietzsche s ideas first burst on american shores at the turn of the twentieth century and how they continued alternately to invigorate and to
shock americans for the century to come she also delineates the broader intellectual and cultural contexts within which a wide array of commentators academic and armchair philosophers theologians and atheists romantic
poets and hard nosed empiricists and political ideologues and apostates from the left and the right drew insight and inspiration from nietzsche s claims for the death of god his challenge to universal truth and his insistence on
the interpretive nature of all human thought and beliefs at the same time she explores how his image as an iconoclastic immoralist was put to work in american popular culture making nietzsche an unlikely posthumous
celebrity capable of inspiring both teenagers and scholars alike a penetrating examination of a powerful but little explored undercurrent of twentieth century american thought and culture american nietzsche dramatically
recasts our understanding of american intellectual life and puts nietzsche squarely at its heart
The Idea of America 2011-05-12 the preeminent historian of the american revolution explains why it remains the most significant event in our history more than almost any other nation in the world the united states began as
an idea for this reason pulitzer prize winning historian gordon s wood believes that the american revolution is the most important event in our history bar none since american identity is so fluid and not based on any
universally shared heritage we have had to continually return to our nation s founding to understand who we are in the idea of america wood reflects on the birth of american nationhood and explains why the revolution
remains so essential in a series of elegant and illuminating essays wood explores the ideological origins of the revolution from ancient rome to the european enlightenment and the founders attempts to forge an american
democracy as wood reveals while the founders hoped to create a virtuous republic of yeoman farmers and uninterested leaders they instead gave birth to a sprawling licentious and materialistic popular democracy wood also
traces the origins of american exceptionalism to this period revealing how the revolutionary generation despite living in a distant sparsely populated country believed itself to be the most enlightened people on earth the
revolution gave americans their messianic sense of purpose and perhaps our continued propensity to promote democracy around the world because the founders believed their colonial rebellion had universal significance for
oppressed peoples everywhere yet what may seem like audacity in retrospect reflected the fact that in the eighteenth century republicanism was a truly radical ideology as radical as marxism would be in the nineteenth and
one that indeed inspired revolutionaries the world over today there exists what wood calls a terrifying gap between us and the founders such that it requires almost an act of imagination to fully recapture their era because we
now take our democracy for granted it is nearly impossible for us to appreciate how deeply the founders feared their grand experiment in liberty could evolve into monarchy or dissolve into licentiousness gracefully written and
filled with insight the idea of america helps us to recapture the fears and hopes of the revolutionary generation and its attempts to translate those ideals into a working democracy lin manuel miranda s smash broadway
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musical hamilton has sparked new interest in the revolutionary war and the founding fathers in addition to alexander hamilton the production also features george washington thomas jefferson james madison aaron burr
lafayette and many more look for gordon s new book friends divided
American Political Ideas Viewed from the Standpoint of Universal History 2019-02-27 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and
we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
American Ideals 2015-08-08 before our war we were to europe but a huge mob of adventurers and shopkeepers leigh hunt expressed it well enough when he said that he could never think of america without seeing a
gigantic counter stretched all along the seaboard it is the civil war that james russell lowell referred to in this passage it is the civil war that revealed once more as the war of independence had also revealed the idealism of
those remote forbears of ours who came to this continent not to seek gold but god but after the civil war our material prosperity grew apace until our ideals seemed gradually to become dimmer and in the view of many ob
servers both foreign and american faded away altogether and now having accepted our responsibilities in world affairs we believe that we shall reveal once again some of the ideals we have cherished in the past and some of
the new ideals that the age calls for
The American Ideas 2011 introduction the peculiar tale of american exceptionalism the puritans and american chosenness looking back looking forward remembering the revolution cultural nationalism and the origins of
american exceptionalism lyman beecher personal identity and the christian republic women and exceptionalism the self made woman and the power of catharine beecher race anglo saxonism and manifest destiny in the hands
of an angry god the antislavery jeremiad and the origins of the christian nation fin de siècle challenges the frontier labor and american imperialism two isms americanism and socialism the dream and the century the liberal
exceptionalism of the new deal state 1930s 1960s the newly chosen nation exceptionalism from reagan to trump
American Exceptionalism 2022-01-19 in this volume the authors argue that public education is a central part of american civil religion and thus gives us an unquestioning faith in the capacity of education to solve all of our
social economic and political problems the book traces the development of america s faith in public education from before the civil war up to the present exploring recent educational developments such as the no child left
behind legislation the authors discuss how this faith in education often makes it difficult for americans to think realistically about the capacities and limitations of public schooling bringing together history politics religion
sociology and educational theory this in depth examination raises fundamental questions about what education can accomplish for the citizens of the united states points out that many supposedly opposing viewpoints on
public education actually arise from the same root assumptions exposes the gaps between our pursuit of equity in schools and what we really accomplish with students looks at ways in which education can be organized to
serve a diverse population
AMER POLITICAL IDEAS VIEWED FR 2016-08-24 the modern university was born in germany in the twentieth century the united states leapfrogged germany to become the global leader in higher education will china
challenge its position in the twenty first today american institutions dominate nearly every major ranking of global universities yet in historical terms america s preeminence is relatively new and there is no reason to assume
that us schools will continue to lead the world a century from now indeed america s supremacy in higher education is under great stress particularly at its public universities at the same time chinese universities are on the
ascent thirty years ago chinese institutions were reopening after the catastrophe of the cultural revolution today they are some of the most innovative educational centers in the world will china threaten american primacy
empires of ideas looks to the past two hundred years for answers chronicling two revolutions in higher education the birth of the research university and its integration with the liberal education model william c kirby examines
the successes of leading universities the university of berlin and the free university of berlin in germany harvard duke and the university of california berkeley in the united states to determine how they rose to prominence and
what threats they currently face kirby draws illuminating comparisons to the trajectories of three chinese contenders tsinghua university nanjing university and the university of hong kong which aim to be world class
institutions that can compete with the best the united states and europe have to offer but chinese institutions also face obstacles kirby analyzes the challenges that chinese academic leaders must confront reinvesting in
undergraduate teaching developing new models of funding and navigating a political system that may undermine a true commitment to free inquiry and academic excellence
American Ideals 1897 to citizens and political analysts alike united states trade law is an incoherent conglomeration of policies both liberal and protectionist seeking to understand the contradictions in american policy judith
goldstein offers the first book to demonstrate the impact of the political past on today s trade decisions as she traces the history of trade agreements from the antebellum era through the 1980s she addresses a fundamental
question what effects do shared ideas about economics as opposed to national power or individual self interest have on the institutions that make and enforce trade law goldstein argues that successful ideas become
embedded in institutions and typically outlive the time during which they served social interests she sets the stage with a discussion of the shifting commercial policy of the first half of the nineteenth century after examining
the consequences of the republican party s decision to promote high tariffs between 1870 and 1930 she then considers in detail the political aftermath of the great depression when the democratic party settled on a reciprocal
trade platform because the democrats did not completely dismantle the existing system however the combined legacies of protection and openness help explain the intricacies in the forms of protectionism that political
leaders have advocated since world war ii readers in such fields as political science political economy policy studies and law international relations and american history will welcome ideas interests and american trade policy
Public Education—America's Civil Religion 2015-04-18 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from
the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around
the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
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important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant
Empires of Ideas 2022-07-05 this reader offers succinct overviews of classic ideas and foundations of american government framed by contemporary issues and writings students are introduced to the classic debates
institutions and individuals that shape american politics through key primary documents and shown how these issues remain at the core of policy making today the included readings highlight questions about contemporary
topics such as homeland security and affirmative action without losing touch with the timeless dilemmas of liberty equality and power
Ideas, Interests, and American Trade Policy 2019-05-15 the decision to mount an armed foreign intervention is one of the most consequential that a us president can take this book sets out to explain why and when presidents
choose to use force the book examines decisions to use force throughout the post cold war period via flashpoints including the balkans the war on terror and the middle east it develops new explanations for variation in the use
of force in us foreign policy by theorizing and demonstrating the effects of the displacement and repression of ideas within and across different us presidential administrations from george h w bush to donald trump for students
scholars and anyone with an interest in international relations and global security this book is an original perspective on a defining issue of recent decades
Studies in American Culture 1960 this book examines the development of the concept of intellectual property in the united states during the nineteenth century
The American Idea 1967 adams provides a comprehensive examination of the political ideas that shaped the american revolution and the colonies relationship with great britain in the years leading up to the war through
meticulous research he highlights the contributions made by british and american political thought to the evolution of revolutionary ideology this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
American Political Ideas Viewed from the Standpoint of Universal History 2016-04-27 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this
work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we
concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant
Common Sense 1791 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as
true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the
body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Classic Ideas and Current Issues in American Government 2007 selected as a 2018 summer read by the sunday times observer i paper and the big issue enormously entertaining sunday times fascinating new statesman
excoriating brilliant ali smith enthralling guardian my number one contributor when it comes to us politics dan snow the american dream is dead donald trump said when announcing his candidacy for president in 2015 how
would he revive it by putting america first the american dream and america first are two of the most loaded phrases in america today and also two of the most misunderstood as divides within america widen sarah churchwell
looks to the past to reveal what the surprising history of these two phrases can tell us about today
American Minds 1983 seminar paper from the year 2011 in the subject american studies literature grade 2 0 university of paderborn anglistik und amerikanistik course t c boyle language english abstract 1 introduction this
paper is about the stereotypes that asians and americans have of each other therefore quotations from boyle s book east is east are listed though it was not part of the presentation you will also find the quotations on the
asians ideas about americans here in order to give a statement on each nation s representative s awareness on those matters after that there is a chapter on coping with prejudices and the terms of assimilation and
acculturation are defined last there is an overview of our presentation explaining the different phases their contents and aims the transcript of the news show is given and a short reflection on the presentation and working on
this topic can be found before you read on i would like to explain three terms here which are used simultaneously during this paper often it is not possible to distinguish between a cliché a stereotype or a prejudice because the
definitions of those terms are very similar and the choice of the right term depends on everyone s individual experiences with regard to the certain subject nevertheless i want to show that there are certain differences by
giving the definitions here cliché a phrase or opinion that is overused and shows a lack of original thought stereotype an image or idea of a particular type of person or thing that has become fixed through being widely held
prejudice pre assumption pre conceived opinion that is not based on reason or actual experience 2 quotes the asians ideas about americans actually this chapter on the asian s ideas about americans was not part of our
presentation but when reading the book i marked all of those in order to compare the stereotypes both nations have of each other 2 1 words used for americans in the book long nose hakujin butter stinker keto p 267 for saxby
big hairy boifurendo 2 2 hiro s grandma describing his father p 15 he always was dirty and hairy no matter the version 2 3 hiro s view of americans adopted from films and books p 17f but if japanes were a pure race intolerant
of misgenation to the point of fanaticism the americans he knew were a polyglot tribe mutts and mulattos and worse or better depending on your point of view in america you could be one part negro two parts serbo croatian
and three parts eskimo and walk down the street with your head held high i
American Ideas 1963 a critical analysis of the development and evolution of american ideals including democracy liberty and individualism from the founding of the nation to the early 20th century the book explores how
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these ideals have been interpreted and implemented throughout history and considers their continued relevance in contemporary society this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Ideas and the Use of Force in American Foreign Policy 2021-11-10 something is going wrong on many college campuses in the last few years rates of anxiety depression and suicide are rising speakers are shouted down
students and professors say they are walking on eggshells and afraid to speak honestly how did this happen first amendment expert greg lukianoff and social psychologist jonathan haidt show how the new problems on campus
have their origins in three terrible ideas that have become increasingly woven into american childhood and education what doesn t kill you makes you weaker always trust your feelings and life is a battle between good people
and evil people these three great untruths are incompatible with basic psychological principles as well as ancient wisdom from many cultures they interfere with healthy development anyone who embraces these untruths and
the resulting culture of safetyism is less likely to become an autonomous adult able to navigate the bumpy road of life lukianoff and haidt investigate the many social trends that have intersected to produce these untruths they
situate the conflicts on campus in the context of america s rapidly rising political polarization including a rise in hate crimes and off campus provocation they explore changes in childhood including the rise of fearful parenting
the decline of unsupervised play and the new world of social media that has engulfed teenagers in the last decade this is a book for anyone who is confused by what is happening on college campuses today or has children or is
concerned about the growing inability of americans to live work and cooperate across party lines
Owning Ideas 2016-12 this book provides a fascinating look at the political ideas that shaped the american revolution with detailed analyses of key figures such as thomas paine john adams and thomas jefferson as well as an
exploration of the intellectual foundations of the revolutionary movement this book is an essential resource for anyone interested in the history of american politics this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Political Ideas of the American Revolution 2023-07-18 this book offers a collection of documents that illuminate the ideas that have shaped american foreign policy and also the ideas that critics have drawn upon in
assessing those policies with commentary by the editor provided by publisher
A Manual of American Ideas 1872 macnamara reveals how ordinary women and men legitimized birth control through private moral action as opposed to public advocacy in the early twentieth century
The Validity of American Ideals 1922 new york times bestseller the single most important explanation and the fullest explanation of how donald trump became president of the united states nothing less than the most
important book that i have read this year lawrence o donnell how did we get here in this sweeping eloquent history of america kurt andersen shows that what s happening in our country today this post factual fake news
moment we re all living through is not something new but rather the ultimate expression of our national character america was founded by wishful dreamers magical thinkers and true believers by hucksters and their suckers
fantasy is deeply embedded in our dna over the course of five centuries from the salem witch trials to scientology to the satanic panic of the 1980s from p t barnum to hollywood and the anything goes wild and crazy sixties
from conspiracy theories to our fetish for guns and obsession with extraterrestrials our love of the fantastic has made america exceptional in a way that we ve never fully acknowledged from the start our ultra individualism
was attached to epic dreams and epic fantasies every citizen was free to believe absolutely anything or to pretend to be absolutely anybody with the gleeful erudition and tell it like it is ferocity of a christopher hitchens
andersen explores whether the great american experiment in liberty has gone off the rails fantasyland could not appear at a more perfect moment if you want to understand donald trump and the culture of twenty first century
america if you want to know how the lines between reality and illusion have become dangerously blurred you must read this book named one of the best books of the year by the san francisco chronicle this is a blockbuster of
a book take a deep breath and dive in tom brokaw an absorbing must read polemic a provocative new study of america s cultural history newsday compelling and totally unnerving the village voice a frighteningly convincing
and sometimes uproarious picture of a country in steep perhaps terminal decline that would have the founding fathers weeping into their beards the guardian this is an important book the indispensable book for understanding
america in the age of trump walter isaacson 1 new york times bestselling author of leonardo da vinci
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